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 root I want to create a script that checks for all of these situations and then the one that is easiest for the user to use. Example:
Using two cores and 1gb ram Using two cores and 6gb ram Using one core and 2gb ram Using one core and 4gb ram Using one
core and 10gb ram Using two cores and 8gb ram Using two cores and 16gb ram Using two cores and 24gb ram Using one core

and 12gb ram Using one core and 32gb ram A: I don't see why you need scripting here. It sounds to me like your organization is
really new at SolidWorks, and you're trying to make it more efficient for them. I'm going to go ahead and make the assumption
that you're working in SolidWorks 2012 (because it's in the tags) and I'm going to assume that's the version you're using. You

can simply create a shortcut to run the.root file with that will run with 1 core and 1gb of RAM. If you only have one core
available, it'll run the file with it. If you have more than one core available, it'll run the file with as many as you have available.

Then, click File > Options > Create > Shortcuts. And create the shortcut. Click Save. You can also set the shortcut to run
automatically when SolidWorks starts. If you are familiar with linux (for example), you can find the process ID of the

solidworks process and use something like this: ps aux | grep "solidworks" The name solidworks is not the only that solidworks
can be using. There are several solidworks processes. This can be checked out in task manager(one of the gui tool that you are

using). You can look for process that has solidworks in the name. If you want to get a list of the names of solidworks processes.
ps aux | grep "solidworks" | awk '{print $1}' If you want to check out memory use: ps aux | grep "solidworks" | awk '{print $9}'
The nice thing about this command is, you dont have to worry about the amount of RAM the process is taking or CPU use. This

sounds like a great 82157476af
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